
THOMAS EDISON AN INVENTOR AND A

Thomas Alva Edison (February 11, â€“ October 18, ) was an American inventor and businessman who has been
described as America's greatest.

Young Edison absorbed it all. He was also a business entrepreneur. Maguire and Joseph D. In , Edison moved
his expanding operations to Menlo Park, New Jersey, and built an independent industrial research facility
incorporating machine shops and laboratories. By the end of , Edison Electric was losing market share to
Westinghouse, who had built 68 AC-based power stations to Edison's DC-based stations. On another occasion,
six-year-old Al started a fire in his father's barn just to see what would happen. By age 15, he had learned
enough to be employed as a telegraph operator. Francis Jenkins and Thomas Armat invented a film projector
called the Vitascope and asked Edison to supply the films and manufacture the projector under his name.
Industrialized Electrical Systems On September 4, , the first commercial power station, located on Pearl Street
in lower Manhattan, went into operation, providing light and electricity power to customers in a one square
mile area. While he worked on projects, others managed his companies for him. Edison next became interested
in the stock ticker, a device that had been invented in  He sold his surplus to Bayer, who had it converted to
salicylic acid by Heyden, some of which was exported. However, due to his moral indignation toward
violence, he specified that he would work only on defensive weapons, later noting, "I am proud of the fact that
I never invented weapons to kill. The last patent in his name was granted two years after his death, in  This
allowed him to make his early fortune with the stock ticker , the first electricity-based broadcast system.
Edison married again in at the age of 39, after proposing in Morse code to year-old Mina Miller. A model of
efficiency for its time, Pearl Street used one-third the fuel of its predecessors, burning about 10 pounds of coal
per kilowatt hour, a "heat rate" equivalent of about , Btu per kilowatt hour. Edison also used his access to the
railroad to conduct chemical experiments in a small laboratory he set up in a train baggage car. He later died
of injuries related to the exposure. Initially, Edison excelled at his telegraph job because early Morse code was
inscribed on a piece of paper, so Edison's partial deafness was no handicap. In , he was appointed chief
engineer of the Edison Lamp Works. Hired by the Grand Trunk Railroad as a train boy, he sold newspapers to
passengers on the route between Port Huron and Detroit. Edison's experiments didn't end there, of course; he
and a friend created their own telegraph system, crudely modeled upon the one invented by Samuel F. Edison
made the first public demonstration of his incandescent light bulb on December 31, , in Menlo Park. In , as
year-old Edison waited at the station for his train to change cars, he spotted a young child playing on the
tracks, oblivious to the freight car heading straight for him. He never did. One of his best-known films was
The Great Train Robbery , made in  The first motion pictures shown in a "movie theater" in America were
presented to audiences on April 23, , in New York City. Edison was impressed with Ford's internal
combustion engine automobile and encouraged its developments. Edison himself attempted to develop a car
battery that could be recharged with electricity, but was never successful. Eventually, the facility was built and
led to important technical advances that benefited the Navy during World War II. Thomas Edison was the first
honorary fellow of the Acoustical Society of America , which was founded in  Scientist Nikola Tesla , a
former employee of Edison's, became his chief rival in the matter. Thomas Edison in his laboratory in  He was
partially deaf. To do this, he built a motion picture production studio in New Jersey that had a roof that could
be opened to let in daylight. Perhaps the greatest inventor of all time, Edison changed the world with his
brilliance and love for creating new ways to improve our lives. He was becoming increasingly dissatisfied
with working as a telegrapher. Ford once worked as an engineer for the Edison Illuminating Company of
Detroit and met Edison at a convention of affiliated Edison illuminating companies in Brooklyn, NY in 
Initially, only Ford and Firestone were to contribute funds to the project while Edison did all the research.
Historians suggest that the cause was probably a brain tumor. Telegraph improvements This section possibly
contains original research. The ideal material would withstand high heat and continue to burn for longer than
just a few minutes the longest time they had observed up until then. He believed strongly in the organization,
writing that "The Civitan Club is doing thingsâ€”big thingsâ€”for the community, state, and nation, and I
certainly consider it an honor to be numbered in its ranks. His family soon moved to Port Huron, Michigan
where he spent most of his childhood.


